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About This Game
Undholm is a dwarfish colony sim inspired by games like Rimworld, Banished, and Dwarf Fortress, with an emphasis on
playing how you want to play. There are many paths to building a successful colony. Build a walled-off mining base and dig
underground; construct a military camp and raid other colonies for supplies; recruit lots of cooks and trade cakes to survive.
While this project is still in (very) early access, I'd like to add as many ways to succeed as possible. The ultimate goal is a game
where players feel free to experiment with different strategies and adjust their bases to fit the ever-changing world around them.
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Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Pixelmeal Games, LLC
Publisher:
Pixelmeal Games, LLC
Release Date: 6 Jan, 2019
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I got this for free and I don't feel justified in my purchase.
At the very least you could ensure that everything was spelled correctly, checking punctuation, etc. before selling this as another
Belarus game that will recieve bad reviews and be abandoned.. The most realistic Iron Chef game to date. Turn the heat up and
cook some asian cuisine!. Refunded - Shmups are one of my fave game types but no one seems to understand the importance of
non flashy visuals, if i cant see enemy bullets clearly because of oer the top graphic fx its not a proper shmup, i had high hopes
due to similarities to rtype in the visuals but find the controls sluggish and game not challenging enough for the genre.
Completely unstable on Windows 10. Also it depends on Apple Quick Time and won't run without it. Crashes before the first
level ends due to some Quicktime bug. Not recommended, even if it was free.
. This game has no right to be as fun and amazing as it is... It's only $3, takes place on a farm and random floating chunks of
earth in the sky which makes no sense why it's a farm, there a random mode where you shoot corn at each other in slow motion,
and there's only three different weapons on one map... but it's just so much fun. I just got done playing a buddy for about and
hour and forty minutes and we had a blast. Setting up a private lobby is easy.
It's not perfect though. A settings page would be amazing. We would rather use our own VOIP service like Discord\/Teamspeak
rather than the always on in-game voice (which could use a better, higher bit-rate codec). Also, a volume slider or music toggle
button would be great since the always-on-at-max-volume setup right now makes it hard to hear your teammate. Using the
SteamVR volume slider doesn't work since that also makes the VOIP quieter.
I have played Raw Data, Onward, Vanishing Realms, Google Earth VR, and so much more... and I really think this $3 game is
my favorite VR game yet. It's crazy, but true.. The route feel very accurate and all of the stations are in place that both Tri-Rail
and Amtrak goes to. All of the stations are looked a like in real life. I live in South Florida so this route is a must for me to get
which I got in the Summer collection in 2015. The P42DC comes with this route along with a CSX Dash 8-40CW.
PROS:
+Route to cover the whole way from Miami Airport Station to Mangonia Park (75 Miles Long).
+New Amtrak coaches for Sliver Star and Sliver Meteor runs.
+All stations are very detailed
+Quiet zones along the route
+8 scenarios to do
+The route is flat due to it's in Florida.
+The feel when you drive in South Florida's rail is great.
CONS:
-In a couple of level crossings, cars will spwan on the crossing even if the crossing gates are closed.
-Wrong physics on the CSX Dash-8 and has awful braking.
-The sounds on both locos were reused and sounds bad (The P42 sounds like the one from Empire Builder pack and the Dash 8
sounds like a BNSF Dash 9.
-The P42's wipers are in the WRONG position inside.
-The Amtrak logo font is wrong on the P42's.
-I-95 looks like a road of waste compared to what it is in real life.
-No insde view of the new Viewliners but they look eye candy from the outside.
Almost everything in the cons can be fixed by downloading the right mods but I would give this route 6.0\/10. I still recommend
it but get it on sale which is my best bet.. One of the most brilliant and satisfying story-based singleplayer DLCs I have ever
played.
A self-contained story (which is excellent if your memory of Rapture has declined over time), Minerva's Den deftly blends
Bioshock 2's refined, superior gameplay with Bioshock 1's method of handling narratives. It then distills the essense down to a
sizable chunk that can last you roughly 2 hours if you play normally, a little longer if going after collectibles. Expect to be given
the RPG treatment right up front, as the DLC will give you all the resources and tools you need in no time flat, then puts you in
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situations where your resource management is as important as your reaction time.
A few questionable design decisions do come up, namely the respawn timers of wandering enemies. It is much more frequent in
the DLC than in either of the Bioshock games. This can be a little frustrating on higher difficulties, as you have to spend quite a
lot of your resources for this unless you're good at managing how you use it.
There's also no story consequences for harvesting Little Sisters this time, as the story is fixed and is unabled to be affected by
your moral decisions. I didn't think much of this though, as the story is too short for this to be a viable and coherent feature.
The new weapon, the Ion Cannon, isn't anything to write home about. Compared to the previous weapons of the series, the Ion
Cannon doesn't really fit any role that other weapons couldn't do better, especially the Rivet Gun. It's great as an alternative,
being a non-recoil, "continous damage" variant. But if you're comfortable with your usual choice, this isn't going to amaze you.
The new plasmid, the Gravity Well, on the other hand, is a nifty crowd control option that makes it easy to land subsequent
AoEs, and is also used for a type of gimmicky progression barrier, much like using Electrocute on short-circuited door panels or
Incinerate on ice formations.
As a whole, Minerva's Den DLC is perfect if you ever feel the urge to go back and have a quick romp through Bioshock's
Rapture. It'll scratch that itch, but never overstays its welcome. Well worth the price tag.
Oh, and it also has a mini-Asteroid arcade game called Spitfire. You're welcome.. Rogue Like + RPG + Isometric + Loot =
Eschalon
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Imagine a woman on her period. Sound good to you? Play the game.. The hell is this. I can't even get passed the beginning! I
enjoy silly things now and then, that's why I bought this. However I just can't get passed the poor quality of this one. Bummer
though, since the concept is so creative.
I'm keeping it in my library for a 'rainy day', but I recommend passing on this one.. ayyy reminds me of the sharpe series
ayyyy. Lemmings meets Plasticine in PLASTILAND
Great Little game and definatly worth the 4 quid it cost. Only took me about two hours to complete but looks like their is more
content on the way. You can see my play through on the video below.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/fmOlmmlGgCI
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